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Deploying a cloud configuration in a real cloud platform is mostly cost- and time- consuming, as
large number of cloud resources have to be rent for the time needed to run the configuration.
Thereafter, cloud simulation tools are used as a cheap alternative to test Cloud configuration.
However, most of existing cloud simulation tools require extensive technical skills and does not
support simulation of any kind of cloud resources. In this context, using a model-driven approach
can be helpful as it allows developers to efficiently describe their needs at a high level of abstraction.
To do, we propose, in this article, a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach based on the OCCI
(Open Cloud Computing Interface) standard metamodel and CloudSim toolkit. We firstly extend
OCCI metamodel for supporting simulation of any kind of cloud resources. Afterward, to illustrate
the extensibility of our approach, we enrich the proposed metamodel by new simulation capabilities.
As proof of concept, we study the elasticity and pricing strategies of Amazon Web Services (AWS).
This article benefits from OCCIware Studio to design an OCCI simulation extension and to provide
a simulation designer for designing cloud configurations to be simulated. We detail the approach
process from defining an OCCI simulation extension until the generation and the simulation of the
OCCI cloud configurations. Finally, we validate the proposed approach by providing a realistic
experimentation to study its usability, the resources coverage rate and the cost. The results is

compared with the ones computed from AWS.

Keywords: Amazon Web Services; Cloud Computing; CloudSim; Elasticity; OCCI; OCCIware; Pricing;
Simulation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has been adopted as the dominant rent
model for computing resources [1]. This model de-
livers Infrastructure-, Platform- and Software-as-a-Service
(resp. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) over the Internet on an easy
pay-per-use business model [2]. Even if the model becomes
increasingly popular, it remains not reachable for every de-
veloper or researcher. Indeed, rent cloud resources over a
real platform often comes at a high cost quotient. One suit-
able alternative is the use of cloud simulation tools. They
are particularly helpful to setup the parameters of the cloud
resources (such as CPU, RAM, etc.) before deploying it on
a real cloud platform and to conduct the necessary exper-
imentation in repeatable and controllable environment free
of cost. In this respect, a number of simulation tools are de-
veloped for cloud computing environments. However, using
the traditional simulation tools lead to several challenges:

1. None of the existing cloud simulation tools are based
on a generic model that allows a simulation of any kind
of cloud resources.

2. Cloud architects are forced to be aware of the
programming language and command line syntax to
implement the simulation of their cloud architecture
instead of focusing on their cloud concerns and results.

3. Cloud architects have to understand the source code
of the cloud simulation tool and how it processes to
enrich it with new functionalities. This task is complex,
requires an effort of an expert developer and time
consuming. While, an effective solution should be
modular, extensible and ease the description of the
simulation needs regardless the technical specifications
of any simulation tool.

For these purposes, cloud architects are looking for
software engineering tools that allow simulation, designing,
editing, validating, generating, and managing any kinds
of cloud resources, with minimum effort and time
consuming. The Cloud computing standard Open Cloud
Computing Interface (OCCI) [3] and its associated tooling
OCCIware [4] provide a generic and a precise resource-
oriented metamodel, along with an enhanced tooling
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environment called OCCIware Studio [5]. This later is
a model-driven tool chain for designing, managing and
analyzing any kind of cloud computing resources. It
takes the advantages of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
approach for cloud computing [6] to let both cloud architects
and users to efficiently describe their needs at a high level of
abstraction. Through OCCIware Studio, the cloud architect
can define a cloud domain called OCCIware extension while
users are able to graphically design a running cloud system
called OCCIware configuration instance of the defined
extension. This configuration is composed of OCCIware
resources and links between them.

In this context, extending OCCIware metamodel for
supporting cloud simulation can lead the users to design
an OCCIware configuration, managing any kind of cloud
resources and simulate them with minimum effort.

To do so, we propose to reuse an existing simulation tool,
which should be compatible with the proposed approach.
The suitability is made in accordance with a set of
requirements related to the extensibility, compatibility with
OCCIware metamodel and ease to understand its technical
skills. A comparison, detailed in the following, of various
cloud simulation tools concludes that CloudSim is the most
suitable cloud simulation tool for our study.

Thus, to tackle the problems addressed above, the main
contributions of this article can be summarized as:

1. OCCIwareSim: The first contribution consists in
proposing a model driven simulation approach based
on OCCIware metamodel. This contribution extends
OCCI concepts and illustrates the advantages of the
proposed MDE approach by showing the ease of
extending the metamodel to support the simulation
of any kind of cloud resources at a high level of
abstraction.

2. Simulation Designer: The second contribution consists
in providing a framework where the users can
graphically design a cloud configuration and run the
simulation. This designer gives facilities for designing,
editing, validating, generating, and managing the cloud
resources conform to the extension concepts.

3. EPriceCloudSim: The third contribution consists
in extending CloudSim tool for supporting new
features. We propose, as proof of concepts, to extend
CloudSim by elasticity and pricing strategies concepts.
These two features are important in cloud computing
environment [7][8].

4. Evaluation: To demonstrate the efficiency of our
approach, we evaluate the principle of interoperability
through showing various use cases being supported by
our tool. Then, we measure the easiness and efficiency
of our tool based on the time taken to complete the
design and modify a cloud configuration. We also
estimate the cost of the infrastructure and compare
the result with the ones computed from Amazon Web
Services (AWS) provider.

In our previous work [9, 10], we have proposed an
OCCIware simulation extension. However, we have not
presented a model driven engineering approach for the
simulation with its enhanced tools and the benefits of its
use. In addition, since the previous work, the OCCIware
metamodel has evolved and a new version has been proposed
[5]. In this article, the proposed extension is compatible
with the latest version of OCCIware metamodel. Moreover,
the simulation tool used, in this article, is improved by
two new functionalities. In fact, we include the ability
to simulate elastic cloud resources and the price of the
consumed resources according to specific pricing strategies.
The results will be compared with a real deployment.

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 explains
the motivations behind our contribution. Section 3 gives
a background on OCCI standard and OCCIware approach.
Afterward, in Section 4, we give an overview of the
proposed approach. In Section 5, we conduct the first
contribution of this paper which consists in proposing an
extension of OCCIware metamodel for simulation. We
detail, in Section 6 the simulation designer for designing
an OCCIware simulation configuration. Afterward, in
Section 7, we present the CloudSim extension for supporting
the proof of concept capabilities. In Section 8, we validate
our proposed approach. We position our work with related
approaches in Section 9. Finally, Section 10 concludes on
future work and perspectives.

2. MOTIVATION

Consider the scenario where cloud architects have to test and
evaluate the performance of an application in a real cloud
computing platform. Analysing the performance of this
application with various scheduling and allocation policies
is extremely challenging and costly. Thus it is more suitable
to use cloud simulation tools.

Even though simulation requires a smaller hardware
platform for testing and enables easier evaluation of different
scenarios, its utilization is difficult for many reasons:

1. Require the developers to have a correct model of the
application behavior. This requires extensive technical
skills, such as a proprietary configuration script and
know-how tooling functionalities. Hence, the users
will focus more on the technical skills than their cloud
concerns and results.

2. Lack of the simulation tool that allows simulation
of any kind of cloud resources (compute, network,
storage, cloud federation, etc) with all functionalities.
If the architect has a specific configuration, it requires
for him an effort and time to extend the source code of
the simulation tool.

3. Test the application over the simulation requires
the ability to control the whole parameters of the
application, with less effort and time during the
modification. If the application is not properly
modeled, results obtained during simulation may not
be achieved once the application is deployed.
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4. Need to provide various forms of documentation of
their cloud simulation configurations. However, this
task is complex and usually made in an ad-hoc manner
with the effort of a human developer, which is error-
prone and amplifies both development and time costs.

Motivated by these considerations, we believe that there
is a need for a model-driven simulation approach based
on cloud standard metamodel in order to:

1. Allow cloud architects to focus more on their cloud
concerns rather than implementation details, without
the risk of misunderstandings for the concepts and the
behavior that rely under cloud simulation APIs.

2. Simulate any kind of cloud resources as well as in a
cloud federation environment. If the cloud architects
want to simulate a new resource or a new functionality
which are not supported by the cloud simulation tool,
the cloud architects have just to extend the metamodel
by describing their needs at a high level of abstraction.

3. Enable cloud architects to model, edit and generate
their cloud applications to be simulated with minimum
effort and time consuming.

4. Generate automatically textual documentation to assist
cloud architects, to understand the concepts and the
behavior of the cloud simulation extension.

Users of our solution are cloud architects, which are able,
with the help of OCCIwareSim, to answer questions such as
(i) ”How many resources type can I simulate ?” (ii) ”How
many time and effort can I save using OCCIwareSim against
traditional tools ?”; and (iii) ”How can I easily extend
OCCIwareSim metamodel for other capabilities ?”

3. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide basic information about the OCCI
standard and OCCIware approach, the adopted metamodel
to implement our cloud simulation approach.

3.1. OCCI Standard

Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) is an open cloud
standard [11] specified by Open Grid Forum (OGF). OCCI
defines a RESTful protocol and provides APIs for all kinds
of management tasks in cloud environments, including
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). In order to be
modular and extensible, OCCI specifications are divided
into four categories [12]: (i) OCCI Core [3] , (ii) OCCI
Protocols [13], (iii) OCCI Renderings [14] and (iv) OCCI
Extensions [12].

Among these OCCI specifications, we are mainly
interested in this article in the OCCI Core Model [3] and
OCCI extension [12]. These specifications are sufficient to
define the basic entities of the simulation tool whether in
IaaS, PaaS or SaaS resources. The rest of the specifications
are detailed in the Section Appendix A.

OCCI Core: it is an informal definition of the OCCI Core
Model [3] proposed as a RESTful-oriented model.
This model is an abstraction of real-world resources,
including the means to identify, classify, associate and
extend those resources. The gray-colored classes in
Figure 1 shows the different concepts of OCCI Core
Model which describes cloud resources as instances of
Resource or a sub-type thereof. A Resource can be
connected to another one using a Link. Resource and
Link are sub-types of Entity. Each Entity instance is
typed by a Kind. Kind is the notion of class/type within
OCCI, e.g., Network, Compute, Storage, etc. while
Mixin is used to associate additional features, e.g.,
IP address, price, location, to resource/link instances.
Action represents business specific behaviors, such as
start/stop a virtual machine, and up/down a network,
etc. Category is an abstract base class inherited by
Kind, Mixin and Action. Each instance of kind, mixin
or action owns a set of attributes. Attribute represents
the definition of a customer-visible property, e.g., the
hostname of a machine, the IP address of a network, or
a parameter of an action. A fundamental advantage of
the OCCI Core Model is its extensibility. Extending
OCCI Core Model is possible by defining sub-kinds
of the existing ones or by declaring new Mixins and
applying them on the appropriate kind.

OCCI Extensions: these specifications consist of multiple
documents. Each one describes a particular extension
of the OCCI Core Model. Various extensions have
been proposed such as Infrastructure extension [12],
Platform extension [15], etc. In this article, we are
mainly interested in the OCCI Infrastructure extension.
OCCI Infrastructure [12] is an extension of the Core
Model to represent the cloud infrastructure layer. It
defines compute, storage and network resource types
and their associated Link types. For more details, see
Section Appendix A.

Even if OCCI standard is widely accepted in the cloud
computing community, as an open generic standard to
manage Everything as a Service (XaaS), it lacks a precise
definition of its core concepts [16]. To overcome this issue,
OCCIware project [16] was introduced.

3.2. OCCIware

In the OCCIware project¶ [16], a formal model-driven
toolchain to manage everything as a service with OCCI has
been provided. Thereby, a new metamodel for OCCI, named
OCCIware Metamodel [4] [5] have been proposed. This
metamodel provides a precise framework to design correct
and well-formed OCCI artifacts. In addition, a model-driven
toolchain, named OCCIware Studio [5], built on the top of
OCCIware metamodel has been provided to design, verify,
and manage Everything as a Service (XaaS) with OCCI.

OCCIware metamodel [4] [5] is a precise metamodel
for OCCI. Figure 1 presents the diagram of OCCIware

¶http://www.occiware.org/
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FIGURE 1: Diagram of OCCIware Metamodel [5]

metamodel. This metamodel rigorously defines the static
semantics of the OCCI core concepts, which comprises a
precise type classification system, an extensible data type
system, and both extension and configuration concepts.
This metamodel is implemented with Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). Beyond the eight concepts defined by
the OCCI standard, OCCIware metamodel introduces a
set of concepts required to design correct OCCI artifacts.
For example, it provides the notion of Extension and
Configuration.

• Extension represents an OCCI extension, e.g., infras-
tructure extension [12], platform extension [15], appli-
cation extension [15], etc. Extension has a name, has
a scheme, has a description, has a specification,
owns zero or more kinds, owns zero or more mixins,
owns zero or more data types, and can import zero or
more extensions.

• Configuration is an abstraction of an OCCI-based
running system, and is composed of resource and
link instances. A configuration must explicitly state
which extensions it uses. Modeling a configuration
offline could allow designers to think about and analyze
their cloud systems without requiring to deploy them
actually in the clouds.

Based on OCCIware metamodel, a toolchain named
OCCIware Studio [5] has been implemented. It is a

set of tools designed to ease both the development and
deployment of OCCI-based solutions. This studio is a set of
plugins for the Eclipse integrated development environment,
which provides various frameworks for simplifying the
development of OCCIware studio tools. Through this
Studio the users create graphically their extensions and
configurations.

In the remainder of this article we use the terms OCCIware
Extension and OCCIware Configuration instead of
OCCI extension and OCCI Configuration to refer to
the extension and the configuration based on OCCIware
metamodel.

4. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

To achieve the predefined aims, we proposed three-phases
approach for simulating cloud resource allocations based on
model-driven engineering (Figure 2).

In the first phase, we define the extension of OCCIware
metamodel for the simulation. Mainly, we perform this
phase in two steps:

1. In the first step, we propose the extension of OCCIware
metamodel for the simulation by using CloudSim tool.
In other words, we give the representation of the
CloudSim resources in the OCCIware metamodel. This
step allows any cloud architect to enrich our proposed
extension by other functionalities at a high level of
abstraction. As proof of concepts, in this paper, we
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FIGURE 2: Overview of the approach

enrich the proposed extension by the elasticity and
pricing strategies concepts.

2. In the second step, we extend OCCIwareSim by the
elasticity and pricing strategies concepts. Through
this study, we illustrate the ease of extending the
OCCIwareSim metamodel, by using the proposed
approach, for any kind of cloud resources and for any
functionality. By this way, the cloud architect does not
require any technical skills since this is done through
modeling operations. Thus, he focuses more on the
cloud concerns rather than the programming issues.

In the second phase, we generate a simulation designer,
with its enhanced MDE toolchain, conform to the proposed
extension. This simulation designer is generated based
on a set of defined model-to-model transformation rules.
Through the designer, the cloud architect can:

• Create, model and edit a cloud configuration and verify
its validity. This verification is done in accordance to
the predefined simulation extension. For instance, we
cannot link a predefined resource with another resource
if this is not specified in the simulation extension.

• Generate automatically a textual documentation to
assist the cloud architects to understand the concepts
and the behavior of the simulation configuration.

Once the simulation configuration is designed and
verified, we apply a model to code transformation to
generate the source code corresponding to the created
configuration.

The third phase is done by the cloud developer. In fact,
if the proposed extension (in phase 1) is not supported by
the simulation tool, the cloud developer needs to implement
the functions that support the proposed extension. However,
if the cloud architect made an extension that was supported
by the simulation tool, the cloud developer will not make
any effort since the code source of the configuration is
generated automatically. For our study, the elasticity and
pricing strategies are not supported by CloudSim tool. To do

Requirement Reason
Extensibility - Let us to add new simulation capabilitiesand Open source

- Written in the same language as OCCIware
metamodel.

Java Language - Saves us from adapting the source code of other
cloud simulation tools writing in other language, to
OCCIware metamodel.

Layer Abstraction and - Make it easier for us to understand the source
code in order to extend it.Documentation

Federation - Allows the coordination between different cloud
providers.

TABLE 1: cloud simulation tool suitability

so, we develop EPriceCloudSim, an extension of CloudSim
for supporting the elasticity and the pricing strategies.

In the following, we detail each phase described above.

5. OCCIWARESIM

This section proposes the main contribution of this article,
OCCIwareSim: a model driven simulation approach based
on OCCIware metamodel. We first extend the OCCIware
metamodel for simulation. Afterward, we study its
extensiblity by enriching it with new simulation concepts.

5.1. OCCIwareSim Metamodel

Before proposing the OCCIwareSim metamodel, we need
to conduct a study for choosing the most appropriate
simulation tool for our approach. To do so, we have define
six requirements summarized in table 1.

After a comprehensive study of almost all cloud
computing simulation tools, we conduct a comparison of
different cloud simulator tools (See Section 9). We have
concluded that CloudSim [17] is the most appropriate
simulation tool to achieve our goal.

CloudSim provides four main types of components, which
are: Datacenter, Host, Virtual Machine (VM) and Cloudlet.
Figure 3 presents the OCCIware simulation metamodel.
It gives the representation of the CloudSim resources in
OCCIware metamodel.

In the following, we present the relationships between the
CloudSim entities and the main OCCI resource types.

The Datacenter resource type in Figure 3 represents the
cloud provider in CloudSim. It is the main hardware
infrastructure that provides services to deal with user
requests. Datacenter manages a set of hosts (i.e., physical
machines). These hosts are interconnected and managed by
a set of management policies. Datacenter is represented
as a kind extending the Compute kind defined in OCCI
Infrastructure extension.

Host executes actions related to the management of virtual
machines (e.g., creation and destruction). A host has a
defined policy for provisioning memory and bandwidth,
as well as an allocation policy for processing elements to
virtual machines. A host is associated to a datacenter. It
can host virtual machines. Host is represented as a kind
extending the Compute kind defined in OCCI Infrastructure
extension.
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FIGURE 3: OCCIwareSim: Metamodel for simulating any kind of cloud resources

VM runs inside a Host, sharing hostList with other VMs.
It processes cloudlets. This processing happens according to
a policy, defined by the CloudletScheduler. Each VM has an
owner, which can submit cloudlets to the VM to be executed.
VM is represented as a kind extending the Compute kind
defined in OCCI Infrastructure extension.

Cloudlet models the cloud-based application services or
the CloudSim task running in VMs. Each cloudlet is defined
by the number of CPU operations it requires. Cloudlet is
represented as a kind extending the Compute kind defined in
OCCI Infrastructure extension.

HardDrive represents the storage system and the be-
haviour of a typical hard drive storage. HardDriveStorage
is represented as a kind extending the Storage kind defined
in OCCI Infrastructure extension.

SanStorage represents a storage area network composed
of a set of hard disks connected in a LAN. SanStorage is

represented as a kind extending the Storage kind defined in
OCCI Infrastructure extension.

In addition to that, we define a set of DataTypes required
to create correct OCCIware artifacts. They allow to
precisely instantiate the appropriate values for the attributes
of CloudSim entities:

• CloudletScheduler: represents the policy of scheduling
performed by a VM.

• VmScheduler: represents the policy used by a VM to
share processing power among VMs running in a host.

For scheduling, CloudSim offers two types of policies:
space-shared and time-shared. In space-shared policy, only
one VM (or Cloudlet) can run at a given instance of time.
While, in time-shared policy multiple Cloudlets (VMs) can
simultaneously share the processing power within VMs
(Hosts).

THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. ??, No. ??, ????
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• RamProvisioner: represents the provisioning policy of
memory to virtual machines inside a host.

• BwProvisioner: represents the provisioning policy of
bandwidth to virtual machines inside a host.

• PeProvisioner: defines native types of processing
elements provisioner.

For provisioning, CloudSim provides in its original version
a simple best effort allocation policy: if there is an available
requested resource (ram, bw, cpu), it allocates. Otherwise, it
fails.

• UtilizationModel: provides a fine-grained control over
resource usage by a Cloudlet. For instance, using all
the available CPU capacity.

At this stage, the OCCIwareSim metamodel allows
a simulation of all resources supported by CloudSim
tool. However, the proposed approach provides a generic
metamodel. Thus, the users can add new extensions by
giving a representation of their needs in the OCCIwareSim
metamodel. In this context, we extend, in the next Section,
the OCCIwareSim metamodel for elasticity and pricing
strategies.

5.2. OCCIwareSim Extension: Proof of concept

Many studies exist that extend CloudSim for other capa-
bilities such as extensions for elastic media resources [18],
for debt-aware learning [18], and by providing a graphi-
cal interface [19]. However, these extensions are made in
a hard coded manner. It will be difficult to understand the
source code, to execute it and to extend it with other features.
To illustrate the ease of extending the proposed metamodel,
we enrich the OCCIwareSim metamodel by two new exten-
sions: elasticity and pricing strategies. These extensions are
considered as proof of concepts. Many studies demonstrate
that elasticity and pricing strategies are closely tied and they
can provide a significant discount [7][8].

In the following, we first discuss the elasticity concept
in cloud computing, and we detail the pricing strategies
according to Amazon Web Service (AWS). Afterward,
we position these two concepts against OCCIwareSim
metamodel.

5.2.1. Elasticity
Elasticity in cloud computing [20, 21] is the degree to
which a system is able to adapt to workload changes by
provisioning resources in an autonomic manner, such that
a cloud service continues running smoothly even when the
number or quantity of its utilization scales up or down,
thereby avoiding under-utilization and over-utilization of
resources. Provisioning of resources can be made using
vertical or horizontal elasticity. In horizontal elasticity, when
the number of user demands for the resource increases,
the provider has to replicate as many copies of resource
instances as this number. Similarly, when the number of user
demands decreases, the provider has to delete the unused

resource instances. In contrast, vertical elasticity consists of
changing the resources assigned to an already running VM,
for example, increasing (or reducing) the allocated CPU
power or the memory.

5.2.2. Pricing strategy
One of the most important challenges of cloud providers is
to supply users with good computed services at reasonable
prices. However, each cloud provider has its own strategy of
pricing. According to this pricing strategy, customers pay in
function of time, quantity, or resource’s instance type they
consume. In this article, we focus on the pricing strategies
for VM instances. Networking and database costs are out
of the scope of this work. Let us note that we focus on
AWS, because it continues to lead the market in terms of
maturity and offers the widest range of functionalities, VMs
and pricing strategies. AWS instances can be purchased
using three main types of pricing strategies:

• On-demand instances: they let the customer pay for
compute capacity per-hour or per-second (depending
on which instances customers run) with no long-term
commitments or upfront payments. The customer
increases or decreases the compute capacity depending
on the demands of its application and only pays the
specified per hourly rates for the instance used.

• Reserved instances: this instance type offers consumers
the option to make an one-time reservation for 1 or 3
year terms with in advance payment for an instance.
In turn, the customer receives a significant discount for
each hour running that instance (up to 75%) compared
to on-demand instance pricing.

• Spot instances: Amazon EC2 Spot Instances let
customers take advantage of unused EC2 capacity
in the AWS cloud. It allows the consumers to bid
on spare Amazon EC2 computing capacity. To get
the spot instance, customer specifies the maximum
price they are able to pay per instance hour based
on the spot price history available via the Amazon
EC2 API and the AWS Management Console. Spot
instances offer a significant discount (until 90%)
compared to on-demand pricing. Therefore, consumers
can significantly reduce the cost of running their
applications and grow the compute capacity of their
applications.

5.2.3. Extension’s entities in OCCIwareSim Metamodel
One key challenge is how to properly deal with elasticity and
pricing strategies in OCCIwareSim metamodel. To resolve
that, we have a set of elements to add in the OCCIwareSim
metamodel.

For elasticity, we add two attributes in VM and Host to
indicate whether these resources are elastic or not and which
kind of elasticity are if they are elastic. These attributes
are supported by a new provisioning function presented in
Algorithm 1.

THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. ??, No. ??, ????
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To deal with pricing strategies in our approach, as shown
in Figure 3, the Price is defined as a Mixin that can
be applied to every OCCIware Resource. This choice
allows potential users to only define a Resource sub-kind to
simulate and thus the Price mixin will be applied without
the need to create a new mixin or edit the OCCIwareSim
metamodel. In this way, the storage, the network and the
compute resources can be simulated on a specific strategy.

Based on the OCCIwareSim extension designed and
validated by OCCIware Studio, we have proposed a model-
driven framework called Simulation Designer. This later
allows users to graphically design a cloud configuration to
be simulated, called also a simulation configuration.

6. SIMULATION DESIGNER

The main goal of the simulation designer consists in
designing a correct simulation configuration conforms
to OCCIwareSim metamodel. Later, this simulation
configuration will be simulated by EPriceCloudSim.

In this section, we firstly detail the transformation rules
applied to generate the simulation designer. Afterward, we
give an overview of the simulation designer platform.

6.1. Generation of Simulation Designer

Conforming to the OCCIwareSim metamodel, the cloud
architect can create simulation configurations. To facilitate
this task, it is mandatory to provide him the required
tooling to design, check, and simulation its configuration.
To do that, we have defined a Simulation Designer, a
graphical modeler to create, modify and visualize simulation
configurations. It was developed on top of Eclipse Sirius‖.

The mapping from the OCCIwareSim metamodel to the
Sirius tool is straightforward: each OCCI kind in the
OCCIwareSim metamodel (Datacenter, for example), is
mapped into a Sirius container node representing an OCCI
resource. Inside, each OCCI attribute is instantiated and can
be initialized and edited. In addition, each mixin is mapped
into a Sirius container inside the applied OCCI resource.
So, the cloud architect can dynamically drag and drop a
mixin inside the OCCI resource and remove it. Finally,
the different OCCI resources are linked between them using
Sirius edges.

6.2. Simulation Designer Platform

The OCCIware simulation designer, generated based on the
OCCIwareSim metamodel, allows the creation of simulation
configurations and runs the simulation. A screenshot of the
simulation designer is presented in Figure A.4.

The cloud architect in front of the simulation designer has
the ability to:

• Navigate through the simulation project containing the
simulation configurations;

‖https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/

• Provide a graphical representation of simulation
configuration. From this panel, the cloud architect can
model a simulation configuration by using drag-and-
drop operation.

• Provide the Eclipse properties editor for viewing and
modifying attributes of a selected modeling element;

• Import an existing configuration or generate a new
simulation configuration:

– A new simulation configuration: this configura-
tion contains instances of the Compute or Stor-
age sub-kinds defined in the simulation extension,
i.e., Datacenter, Host, VM , HardDriveStorage,
Cloudlet, etc. It consists to drag and drop the
simulation extension elements into the simulation
configuration.

– From an existing configuration: the user can
import an existing generic OCCI configuration
in order to be simulated. In this case, the
user intervention is needed. Indeed, this
OCCI configuration does not contain enough
information that allows mapping the existing
configuration to a simulation one. In addition,
it is difficult to understand the intention of the
user about which resource is to be simulated
(e.g., a compute resource can be a datacenter, a
host, a VM, etc). Thus, we have extended the
simulation designer, to allow users to map the
different existing resources into simulation ones.

Once the simulation configuration is designed, the
simulation designer take the advantage of the MDE approach
to:

1. Perform several verification to guarantee the right form
of the simulation configuration. These activities ensure
that (1) all resources needed by EPriceCloudSim are
available in the simulation configuration, (2) each
resource imported from an existing configuration is
mapped to only one simulation resource (e.g. a
compute cannot be a Datacenter and Host at the same
time. However, a compute can be mapped to a VM and
tagged by OnDemand mixin), and (3) a correct match
between the mapping and resources (e.g. a storage
cannot be mapped to a Datacenter or a Host).

2. Produce automatically the Java source code related
to the entire simulation configuration including all
resources, links and attributes.

3. Generate automatically a textual documentation to
assist cloud architects to understand the concepts of the
simulation extension and configuration.

When the simulation configuration is designed, verified
and the source code is generated, the cloud architect has to
execute the simulation by selecting Run Simulation from the
contextual menu. This will call the simulation tool to start
the simulation.
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We can consider that the simulation configuration is
completely created. Later, it must be completed by
the software developers to implement concretely how the
generated cloud configuration must be executed on the cloud
simulator.

7. EPRICECLOUDSIM: CLOUDSIM EXTENSION

In this section, we demonstrate how we extended CloudSim
to support the elasticity and pricing strategies extensions.

7.1. Elasticity

CloudSim provides in its original version a simple best effort
allocation policy. For example, allocating primary memory
(RAM) to the VMs on host is feasible only if the host has the
required amount of free memory. If the request is beyond the
available memory capacity, then it is simply rejected. This
is similar for other resources such as bandwidth and CPU.

To support the elasticity, we extend CloudSim by a new
Provisioning class. During the simulation, a function, in
the provisioning class, retrieves the elasticity parameters
from the simulation configuration and processes in two
separate steps: first, it determines which resource exceeds
the capacity. In this case, the function determines the
elasticity type. If the elasticity is horizontal, a new resource
is provisioned. While, in case of vertical elasticity, the
capacity of the resource is resized according to the workload
demand.

Algorithm 1 presents the function, inside the provisioning
class, that allocates the VM to a Host. We present only
the verification of the ram capacity. The other capacities
(such as storage and bandwidth) are allocated in the same
manner. During the allocation, the Host verifies if it has
the capacity in RAM to allocate correctly the requested VM.
If the verification returns false (in line 2). The algorithm
verifies if the Host is elastic and which the elasticity type is.
In case the elasticity is horizontal (line 3), the provisioning
algorithm calls the procedure VmCreate to allocate a new
VM on this Host. In case the elasticity is vertical (in line
7), the provisioning algorithm resizes the Host by the RAM
requested. Otherwise, the Host fails the allocation of the VM
(line 10).

Algorithm 1 VM Allocation in Host
1: function VMCREATE(Vm vm): Boolean
2: if (getRamProvis().allocateRamVm(vm, vm.getRequestedRam() = false )

then
3: if (vm.getElasticity().equals(”Horizontal”)) then
4: CreateVm(this, vm);
5: return true;
6: else
7: if (vm.getElasticity().equals(”Vertical”)) then
8: resize(vm.getCurrentRequestedRam());
9: return true;

10: else
11: Log.printLine(”Allocation of VM failed by RAM”);
12: CloudSim.error=true;
13: return false;
14: end if
15: end if
16: else vm.setHost(this); return true;
17: end if
18: end function

Thereby, where the simulation should fail in the basic
CloudSim tool due to the lack of elasticity, EPriceCloudSim
re-executes the simulation with the new configuration (since
a new resource was added or resized).

Once the entire application is constructed and the
execution time is computed, we can estimate the real cost
of this application under AWS. This leads us to the second
extension.

7.2. Pricing Strategies

Basically, CloudSim lets the user to point out the price of
each resource. However, the cost estimated is independent
of the region, of the simulation moment and of the strategies.
Then, the cost estimated cannot be real.

To obtain the real cost according to AWS pricing
strategies, we have developed a RESTful web service that
retrieves the price of the instances and the data transfer. This
service uses in Algorithm 2 the GET requests to retrieve
all information about the available resources that matches
with the requested parameters. These parameters are a
combination of characteristics that can influence the price
of the instances such as the region, the operating system,
the CPU size, the memory size and the duration. The later
parameter should be estimated by EPriceCloudSim in the
first step. The rest of the parameters are extracted from the
simulation configuration.

If the resource is found, the response is a JSON file that
contains the details of the available resources at the moment
of the simulation. These details include the instance name
(e.g., m3.medium), capacity of the instance in memory and
virtual CPU cores, instance id, etc. And the price of each
resource under different strategy:

1. The function OnDemandInstancePrice uses the in-
stance Id retrieved and returns the price corresponding
to the On-Demand strategy,

2. getInstancePriceReserved returns a list of prices
corresponding to the commitment (1yr or 3 yrs) of the
user,

3. RunSpotPrice function uses only the instance name and
returns a set of information in JSON format stored
in the string. These informations detail the cost, the
availability instance region and the description of the
instance.

Algorithm 2 Cost function of strategies
1: function GETPRICE(location, os, cpu, memory, hour): List
2: price, list: List<Object>;
3: instanceId, reserved, instanceName, spot: String;
4: ondemand: Float;
5: list← getInstancePrice(location, os, cpu, memory, hour);
6: instanceId← list.get(3);
7: ondemand← OnDemandTreatment.OnDemandInstancePrice(instanceId);
8: reserved← ReservedTreatment.getInstancePriceReserved(instanceId);
9: instanceName←list.get(0).toString();

10: spot←SpotHistory.RunSpotPrice(instanceName);
11: price.add(ondemand, reserved, spot);
12: return price;
13: end function
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In case the parameters specified in the GET request do not
correspond to any instance, we treat three cases:

1. If the memory size exists but the number of the given
cpu is not found, the application provides the user with
an instance whose cpu is just higher than the requested
one.

2. If the number of the given cpu exists but the memory
size is not found, in this case the application provides
the user with an instance whose memory size is just
greater than the requested one.

3. In case the two previous features do not exist, the
application makes available to the user the closest
instances in term of number of cpu and memory size.

Finally, the total price is computed from the cost of the
resource type that matches with the simulation configuration
parameters, the strategy and the execution time estimated
before.

This application requires a pre-configuration and installa-
tion such as the station work configuration to support AWS
Command Line Interface (CLI)∗∗ and an AWS account with
its public and private access Key ID.

7.3. Custom Broker

In order to let the users to map from the OCCIware resources
to CloudSim resources (in other words, make a translation
from OCCIware defined resources to CloudSim resources),
we need to extend CloudSim for that. Basically, CloudSim
lacks the ability to link (bind) the specified resources defined
by the user. It assumes that the physical infrastructure is
abstracted from Cloud users/brokers. For instance, it is not
possible to create two VMs in two different hosts if only one
host can host them. However, in our metamodel we need to
give the users the ability to choose where the cloud resources
should be placed on. To this end, we need to develop a
custom broker and override several methods. Thereby, we
extend these two main classes:

1. DatacenterBroker: modifying the way VM provision-
ing requests are submitted to the hosts in a specific data-
center and the way cloudlets are submitted and assigned
to VMs.

2. VmAllocationPolicy: we extend this abstract class to
implement our own algorithms for deciding which host
a new VM should be placed on.

7.4. Simulation

EPriceCloudSim receives the OCCIware simulation config-
uration that contains the EPriceCloudSim resources (data-
center, Host, VM and Cloudlets) and links between them (in
Map<Resource, List<Resource>> format). Each resource
is defined by a list of attributes defined in the extension such

∗∗https://aws.amazon.com/cli/

as the instance capacity (in storage, cpu, bandwidth), the in-
stance type, the desired region, etc. An illustrated example
is presented in section Appendix B (Frame (B) of the Figure
A.4).

Firstly, EPriceCloudSim constructs the infrastructure of
the application from the simulation configuration by using
the source code which is generated automatically by the
simulation designer. Please note that no line code is
written to extract the resources. Then, EPriceCloudSim
simulates the execution of the application over the
infrastructure constructed. As output, EPriceCloudSim
estimates the execution time and the resources needed
on the infrastructure. However, the infrastructure can
slightly differ from what the users introduce in OCCIware
configuration. Indeed, depending on the resource attributes
in the OCCIware configuration, the resource can be elastic
(vertical or horizontal). Then, some resources can be added
to the infrastructure during the simulation. Afterward,
EPriceCloudSim calls the REST service to retrieve the real
cost, in different strategies, of the infrastructure generated
on AWS.

Finally, the simulation results are stored in a log file. This
log contains the informations about the execution time of
the application and the real deployment cost in different
strategies.

The source code of this implementation is available
at https://github.com/mehdiAhmed/OCCIwareSim and
a demonstration video showing the execution of the different
steps is available at https://youtu.be/t0l689YbW_o.

8. EVALUATION

The experimentation results are based on a series of
experiments performed in four ways: resources coverage
rate (Section 8.1), capacity of deployment evaluation
(Section 8.2), cost evaluation (Section 8.3) and usability
evaluation (Section 8.4).

8.1. Resources Coverage Rate

To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approach on
interoperability issue, we perform a quantitative evaluation.
In this experiment, we compute the resource coverage
rate by our proposed approach of different cloud resource
standards : TOSCA, CIMI, and OCCI.

To do so, we acquire 10 configurations retrieved
from three different cloud standard specifications : 4
configurations from TOSCA, 2 configurations from CIMI
and 4 configurations from OCCI ††. Afterward, we use our
simulation designer to construct these configurations and we
compute the number of entities that can be represented by
our approach, the coverage percentage and the number of
code lines that can be reduced.

The results, shown in Figure 4, demonstrate that most
of the configurations are fully covered by our simulation
designer. Basically, we found that all use cases from

††available at http://www-inf.it-sudparis.eu/SIMBAD/tools/
linked-cr/usecases
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OCCI and TOSCA are fully generated for simulation by
taking into account all the described features. In CIMI,
only the user profile is not supported by the simulation
designer, which has a coverage of 80%. Therefore, we can
conclude, by taking into consideration these experiments,
that our proposed approach ensures good standard coverage
interoperability by handling representative use cases coming
from three of the most used Cloud standards.

Moreover, our experiments prove the advantage of our
approach by reducing drastically the user efforts, in terms
of code lines. Concretely, without our simulation designer
the users may have to write 3900 code lines in total for 15
cloud resources in order to simulate them in CloudSim.

FIGURE 4: Resource coverage rate

8.2. Deployment Capacity

In this evaluation, we try to illustrate, through certain
cases, the limits of AWS and the CloudSim tool, and how
OCCIwareSim surpasses these limits.

Figure 5 presents the number of accepted and rejected
requests of VMs for different configurations, when these
instances are deployed in a real AWS platform, in CloudSim
tool and in OCCIwareSim. As expected, AWS has a limit
in the number of instances deployed by each account in the
same region. Indeed, by default, AWS reaches a limit of 20
instances per region for each account. However, the user can
request a higher limit by providing information about the
new limit and regions where it should be applied. While,
using OCCIwareSim or CloudSim the infrastructure is
immediately deployed and the application can be simulated.

In addition, requesting 80 medium VMs in two regions
exceed the limit of the user which is 40VMs in two
regions. After requesting AWS for increasing the limit, they
increased the limit for 60 VMs instead of 40 VMs. Also,
CloudSim fails the simulation since it exceeds the limit of
the hosts in the datacenters. This is because CloudSim lacks
the elasticity concept.

Moreover, sometimes (depending on the period) AWS
does not have sufficient instance type capacity as requested.
In this case, AWS fails to launch instances and the user
needs to wait a few moments for re-launching the instances.
This situation was happened when we have deployed an
infrastructure with r4.16xlarge instances.

In CloudSim, the initial configuration of the host in the
datacenters does not have sufficient capacity to host the
requested demand. With a configuration of 20 r4.16xlarge
instances in one datacenter and with 100 r4.16xlarge
instances in two datacenter, CloudSim satisfies respectively
14 and 35 instances. Then, the simulation with CloudSim
failed.

While, using OCCIwareSim the requested instances are
immediately available without waiting period.

FIGURE 5: Number of acceptance and rejection of VMs in
AWS CloudSim and OCCIwareSim

8.3. Cost Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of our proposed
approach against the price calculator of Amazon‡‡. The
purpose of this evaluation is to verify if the cost obtained
after simulation is close to the cost proposed by Amazon.

Amazon offers the customers a useful tool called AWS
Calculator to model their applications, estimate their costs
before the deployment and determine the best and worst
case scenarios. This tool incorporates the latest pricing
changes across all Amazon services in all regions. However,
the infrastructure in AWS Calculator is abstracted to the
end users. While, the simulation designer tool allows the
binding between resources. Thus, the end users have more
detailed access to the infrastructure. In addition, AWS
Calculator returns the cost according to only one specific
strategy. While, OCCIware simulation designer allows a
cost comparison of different strategies in only one running
simulation.

Table 2 presents the cost of a real application deployment
by using OCCIware simulation designer and AWS Calcula-
tor. According to Section 5.2.2 and to AWS pricing strate-
gies, we compute for each OCCIware configuration, three
payment strategies: i) On-demand, ii) Reserved Instances
and iii) Spot Instances. For On-demand strategy, we com-
pute the pricing per hour. For Reserved Instances three pos-
sibilities are given:

1. All Upfront: The customers pay for the entire Reserved
Instance term with one upfront payment.

‡‡http://aws.amazon.com/calculator
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2. Partial Upfront: The customers pay for a portion of
the Reserved Instance upfront, and then pay for the
remainder over the course of one year term. This option
balances the RI payments between upfront and hourly.

3. No Upfront: The customers pay nothing upfront but
commit to pay for the Reserved Instance over the course
of the Reserved Instance term.

In AWS platform, the customers have to choose the
term of one or three years. For Spot Instance strategy,
we present the saving cost over On-Demand strategy given
by the Spot instance advisor analysis §§. In order to
compare the different strategies and validate our tool, we
present in Table 2 the total cost (per 1 year) of various
configurations estimated by OCCIware simulation designer
and AWS Calculator on different strategies. To obtain the
presented results, we simulate the same configuration over
the same regions by using OCCIware simulation designer
and AWS calculator. We performed our configuration on
m3.medium machines, that has installed GNU/Linux in the
US East (N. Virginia and Ohio).

In Table 2, the cost estimated in both tools are quite
similar for all configurations. For On-Demand strategy, the
result obtained is the same, since both tools use the same API
pricing and it rarely changes. The customers choosing On-
Demand pricing pay a low cost per hour without any up-front
payment. But using On-Demand for any sustained periods
generates unexpected AWS costs at the end of the year. For
Upfront pricing, OCCIware simulation designer also obtains
the same results as AWS calculator. However, the OCCIware
simulation designer gives more details on Partial-Upfront.
Indeed, OCCIware simulation designer specifies what the
customers pay at the up-front and how they pay by hours.
While, AWS Calculator gives only the up-front price. By
using up-front strategy, the customers get the best effective
hourly price compared to On-Demand.

For Spot instance strategy, OCCIware simulation designer
retrieves the saving cost against On-Demand strategy from
AWS API. Compared to the result obtained by Spot instance
advisor, there is a slight difference between them. This is
due to the period of the experiment and the frequency of the
interruption at this period. However, OCCIware simulation
designer gives more informations (in Figure B.1) then Spot
instance advisor. If the customers need an EC2 instance
which is not available at the requested region, OCCIware
simulation designer suggests another region and gives some
information about this instance.

In addition, when the customers ask specific EC2
machines in different datacenters located in different
regions, the instances may not exist in these regions. The
customers need to look for another alternative such as
searching for other type of machines close to the previous
one. This is what we observe in Table 2 with two datacenters
(Virginia and Ohio). In fact, the customers need m3.medium
instances. This type of instance is not available in Ohio.
Then, the experiment fails until the customers find another

§§https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/instance-advisor

type of instance or look for another region. However,
OCCIware simulation designer automatically proposes to
the user the closest instance than the instance requested. In
our experiment, OCCIware simulation designer proposes for
the customers r3.large in Ohio region instead of m3.medium.

From these results, we can conclude that using OCCIware
simulation designer, the users have:

• The possibility to estimate the real cost before
deploying the application on the real cloud. In this way,
it will reduce the deployment costs and help in avoiding
failures.

• The detailed access to the infrastructure by choosing
the resource placement and by binding between these
resources. While, AWS does not provide this ability.

• The detailed comparison of the application cost with
different strategies. While, in AWS calculator the same
result are obtained after several experiments since the
results are returned by strategy.

• The result is returned and never fails. If the
users need for a resource which is not available at
the requested region, OCCIware simulation designer
suggests another resource close to the requested one.
While, in AWS the deployment fails.

8.4. Usability Evaluation

The purpose of this evaluation is to study the usability
of OCCIware simulation designer approach against EPrice-
CloudSim tool and CloudAnalyst [19] (CloudSim extension
with a graphical user interface). To do so, we ask five master
students that have knowledge in CloudSim simulation tool
and in Java programming to produce some configurations by
using EPriceCloudSim, OCCIware simulation designer and
CloudAnalyst. Once they finish the configuration, we ask
them to change some parameters such as the regions of VMs
and the size of attributes, add some abilities (add a new pric-
ing strategy) and re-execute the simulation. After that, we
compute the average of the time spent to produce the con-
figuration, the number of code lines in Java and the average
time spent to make changes in the configurations. The re-
sults are presented respectively in Figures 6a, 6b and 6c.

OCCIware simulation designer and CloudAnalyst offer to
the end user a graphical interface where from they generate
the configurations and run the simulation. The users do not
need to be good Java programmers or have knowledge in
CloudSim. The users have just to slide the resource proposed
on the panel and the code is generated automatically. While,
without this interface the users lose time for generating the
configuration, need to write a lot of Java code lines and need
to have knowledge in CloudSim. Figures 6a and 6b present
the time spent and the number of lines written in Java to
generate the configuration described in x-axis of each figure.
Using an OCCIware simulation designer the user can save up
to six hours of time and more than 900 of code lines. To add
new functionalities, the users have to write some code lines
in CloudAnalyst to add this functionality on the graphical
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OCCIwareSim AWS Calculator
Configuration Billing Price ($) Total/1 Yr Price ($) Total /1 Yr
1DC, 1 Host on-demand/price per hour 0.067/h 588.60 0.067/h 588.60

1VM
Upfront

No 420.48 420.48 420.48 420.48
Virginia

1 Yr
Partial 211 upfront and 0.017/h 359.92 359.92 359.92

All 353.00 353.00 353.00 353.00
Spot instance (Saving over On-Demand) reduce 82% 105.948 reduce 85% 88.29

1DC, 2 Host on-demand/price per hour 0.268/h 2354.40 0.268/h 2354.40
4VM

Upfront
No 1681.92 1681.92 1681.92 1681.92

Virginia Partial 844.00 upfront, and 0.068/h 1439.68 1439.68 1439.68
All 1412.00 1412.00 1412.00 1412.00

Spot instance (Saving over On-Demand) reduce 81% 447.33 reduce 85% 353.16

1DC, 10 Host on-demand/price per hour 2.01/h 17658.00 2.01/h 17658.00
30 VM

Upfront
No 12614.40 12614.40 12614.40 12614.40

Virginia Partial 6330.00 upfront and 0.51/h 10797.60 10797.60 10797.60
All 10590.00 10590.00 10590.00 10590.00

Spot instance (Saving over On-Demand) reduce 79% 3708.18 reduce 85% 2648.70

2DC, 40 Host on-demand/price per hour 9.96/h 87249.60 - -
60VM

Upfront
No 55188.00 55188.00 - -

Virginia Partial 30840.00 upfront and 5.40/h 47133.60 - -
and All 46320.00 46320.00 - -

Ohio Spot instance (Saving over On-Demand) reduce 88% 10469.95 - -

TABLE 2: Cost Evaluation

(a) Generation Time (b) Lines of Code

(c) Modification Time

FIGURE 6: Usability Evaluation
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interface. Since OCCIware simulation designer is based on
the MDE approach, extending a cloud simulation with new
functionalities is done directly from the designer. Thereby,
the users save on the code line.

Figure 6c presents the time spent to modify a configura-
tion. The modifications are related to the region of Vms or
capacity of the resources. Using EPriceCloudSim, the users
need to verify the links between resources and ensure that the
datacenters and Host can host correctly the VM instances.
Otherwise, many modifications are made. Also, CloudAn-
alyst does not support the modification of all resources ex-
cept datacenters (for instance, the Host parameters, the VMs
parameters, etc). Then, using CloudAnalyst requires effort
from the cloud users. However, using OCCIware simulation
designer, the users do not have lines to change or add, and no
time spent for modifications. Indeed, the modifications are
made through a graphical interface with a simple click and
the code is automatically generated. This gain is due to the
utilization of a model-driven engineering approach based on
a cloud standard (OCCIware) metamodel.

9. RELATED WORK

In this section, we study the previous works related to the
proposed approach. To do so, we firstly compare the existing
cloud simulation tool against a set of requirements presented
in Section 7. This study conducted us to choose CloudSim
tool for the proposed metamodel. In the second time, we
position our approach against other solutions that have been
proposed.

Cloud simulation tools

Table 3 presents the details of comparative study of different
cloud simulators based on the evaluation criteria mentioned
in Section 7.

SimGrid [22] is a generic framework for simulation of
distributed applications in Grid platforms. It is mostly
written in C and has dependencies with Python and Perl.
SimGrid is open source and can be extensible. From early
2009 up until today, SimGrid has been extended to P2P, HPC
and to support Cloud federation [22].

GreenCloud [23] is a packet-level simulator that uses
the Network Simulator 2 (NS2) libraries for energy-aware
data centers. It is written in C++ and OTcl, two different
languages must be used to implement one single experiment.
Since GreenCloud is used quite less as compared to other
cloud simulators, there is no extension of GreenCloud to our
best knowledge and it does not support a cloud federation.

iCanCloud [24] is a software simulation framework for
large storage networks. iCanCloud has been developed
in C++ on the top of OMNeT++ and INET frameworks.
The tool is open source and an extensible simulator. New
components can be added to the repository of iCanCloud
to increase the functionality of the simulation platform.
The disadvantages of iCanCloud are firstly, only Cost
per Performance (C/P) modeling of cloud computing
environments is simulated or validated and secondly, it

models and simulates only EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud)
environments. In addition, iCanCloud does not support the
simulation in a cloud federation environment.

GridSim [25] provides facilities for the modeling and
simulation of resources and network connectivity with
different capabilities, configurations, and domains. GridSim
is open source, implemented in Java [26], supports the
simulation of multiple cloud providers and is extensible.
Many extensions of GridSim were developed such as [27,
28, 29]. Even if GridSim is a powerful simulator, it does not
explicitly define any specific application model. In addition,
the tool is developed initially for Grid computing systems.

Although the aforementioned toolkits are capable of
modeling and simulating cloud application management
behaviors, none of them are able to clearly isolate the
multi-layer service abstractions (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS)
differentiation required by Cloud computing environments.

CloudSim [17] is an open source simulation application
which enables seamless modeling, simulation, and experi-
mentation of cloud computing and application services. It is
the most popular simulation tool available for cloud comput-
ing environment. CloudSim is implemented at the next level,
by programmatically extending the core functionalities ex-
posed by the GridSim layer [30]. CloudSim is extensible and
many features can easily be added enabling the modeling of
new types of applications, not supported by CloudSim.

We have concluded that CloudSim [17] is the most
suitable and has the richest cloud libraries functionalities.
It is open source and has been developed in the java
programming language which makes it compatible with
OCCIware tooling. In addition, CloudSim is based on a
modular design that can easily be extended. Moreover,
CloudSim supports the Cloud computing federation and it is
widely used in cloud research. This has led to the availability
of documentation that guide us to understand and implement
policies in CloudSim straight away. For these reasons, we
have chosen the CloudSim tool to achieve our goal.

MDE approaches

In the second study, we looked for simulators employing the
MDE approaches and based on a cloud standard metamodel.
Since we have conducted a case study on elasticity and
pricing strategies, we also investigated the simulators that
treat the elasticity and pricing strategies. A synthesis of the
works that we have analyzed are described in Table 4.

Simulation Program for Elastic Cloud Infrastructures
(SPECI) [31] is a simulation tool that enables exploration
of scaling properties of large data centers. This simulation
tool is composed of two packages, one refers to the data
center layout and topology, and the other one consists of
the components for experiment execution and measuring.
The authors study how the overall DC can perform with
increasing numbers of components. According to the
described requirements, the authors introduce only the
aspect of elasticity.

In the same context, PERFSCALE [32] simulation tool
allows simulating the behavior of an elastic application
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Extensibility Open source Language Layer Abstraction Federation Documentation

SimGrid Yes Yes C No Yes Limited
GreenCloud Limited Yes C++/OTcl No No Limited
iCanCloud Limited Yes C++ No No Limited
GridSim Yes Yes Java No Yes Limited

CloudSim Yes Yes Java Yes Yes Yes

TABLE 3: Comparison of cloud simulators

executing in the cloud, under the identified phenomena and
variable workload. The authors study the elasticity and
the cost of running applications under concrete elasticity.
However, PERFSCALE tool does not provide the pricing
policies. In addition, their implementation neither employs
the MDE solutions nor based on metamodel cloud standard.

Moreover, a few works have been done [33, 18,
34] on extending CloudSim for elasticity. In [33]
the authors propose a technical debt-aware learning
approach for autonomous elasticity management based on
a reinforcement learning of elasticity debts in resource
provisioning. The authors evaluate their approach by
extending CloudSim. Moreover, CloudSim was extended
for the elasticity of the media services in [18]. The authors
investigated the elastic media distribution and extended
CloudSim for the validation of their algorithm. In [34]
the authors proposed a generic simulation framework based
on the CloudSim toolkit for the validation and evaluation
of a Cloud service broker deployed on an Intercloud
environment. The authors implemented, based on the open
source Java implementation for OCCI called OCCI4Java
[35], an OCCI frontend for CloudSim. In this way, the entire
communication between broker and providers is forwarded
to the native CloudSim DatacenterBroker class through
standard OCCI-interfaces. However, the OCCI was just used
as an abstract Cloud API that allows the broker to act as
OCCI client against the Intercloud Gateway, which runs as
OCCI-server on the provider side.

CloudAnalyst [19] extends also CloudSim simulation tool
by providing a GUI where from the users can design a cloud
configuration. However, CloudAnalyst is not based on the
MDE approach and cloud standard metamodel. Thereby, it
does not take the advantages of MDE approach for cloud
to let both cloud architects and users to efficiently describe
their needs at a high level of abstraction.

Although these works extend CloudSim tool but they do
not employ the MDE approach and they are not based on
any cloud standard metamodel. In addition, they do not deal
with the pricing strategies.

The only work published for modeling a cloud simulation
configuration by using MDE approach, for the best of
our knowledge, was in [36]. The authors have proposed
CloudMF tool for facilitating the simulation and the
deployment of multi-cloud configuration. The tool was
developed upon MODACloudML metamodel [45]. Thus,
CloudMF meets only requirement related to solutions based
on the MDE approach.

Concerning the simulation of the price of cloud resources,
several works have been done for pricing models in cloud
computing environment [46, 47, 48]. However, in the

analyzed papers, we did not find any works that provide
a tool that allows the users to analyze the prices of the
resources and services dynamically. Only recently, Alves
et al. [37] have proposed an extension of CloudSim (called
CMCloudSim) features to model and simulate the cost of
cloud resources from Amazon, Google and Microsoft Azure.
The proposed extension retrieves the price from the website
of these providers. This extension does not support the
different pricing strategies of Amazon (i.e., On-Demand,
Reserved Instances, and Spot Instances). It focuses only
on On-demand strategy. In addition, this extension cannot
estimate the price of vertical or horizontal elasticity action.
Moreover, the extension does not employ the MDE approach
and it does not extend any cloud standard metamodel.

Also, we did not find any works based on MDE approach
for the simulation of elasticity and pricing strategies based
on other standard’ resources such as TOSCA [49] or CIMI
[50]. The few works that exists [40, 41, 42] propose a
private simulation tool for evaluating their approaches on
topologies, power consumption, latency and so on. In other
papers [43, 44] the authors treat also the simulation by using
TOSCA standard. But, the proposed solutions simulate
the management operations in TOSCA services templates
and they do not evaluate the elasticity or the cost of the
infrastructure.

In the other hand, some works were made in the same
area (study the prince of the cloud resources and their
elasticity) such as SimGrid [38], B. Javadi et al.[39] and
EMDCloudSim [18]. However, none of these tools are based
on the MDE approach and cloud standard which are the
basic idea of this article.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently
no previous attempt to extend OCCI, TOSCA or CIMI
metamodel for simulation. In our previous work [9, 10],
we have proposed an extension of OCCIware metamodel for
the simulation. However, we have not presented the MDE
approach with its enhanced tools and the benefits of its use.
In addition, the OCCIware metamodel has evolved and a
new version has been proposed [5]. While, in this article, the
proposed extension is compatible with the latest version of
OCCIware metamodel. Moreover, the simulation tool used,
in this article, is improved by supporting the elasticity and
the pricing strategies. All this has not been studied in our
previous work.

The proposed MDE approach for cloud simulation based
on OCCIware metamodel in this article is an initial step in
this direction.
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Studied Solutions
Criteria MDE-based Cloud Standard Elasticity Strategies Price strategies

SPECI [31] No No Yes No
PERFSCALE [32] No No Yes No

CloudSim extension [33, 18, 34] No No Yes No
CloudMF [36] Yes No No No

CMCloudSim [37] No No No Yes
SimGrid [38], B. Javadi et al[39] No No No Limited

EMDCloudSim [18] No No Yes Limited
OtherSim[40, 41, 42, 43, 44] No Yes No No

TABLE 4: Cloud simulation solution against described capabilities

10. CONCLUSION

Nowaday, many simulation tools were proposed for cloud
computing resources simulation. However, none of them,
to our knowledge, propose simultaneously a model-based
and standard-based approach to simulate any kind of
cloud resources. OCCIware proposes a generic model
and an API for managing any kind of cloud computing
resources. It has been applied in several domains such as
infrastructure, platform, robotic and so on. Unfortunately,
no OCCIware-compliant implementation has been proposed
to deal with the simulation in the cloud. On the other
side, various simulation tools were proposed in cloud
computing environments. However, they are not based on a
generic model that allows a simulation of any kind of cloud
resources and their extensibility require a huge technical
effort.

In this article, we have proposed a model-driven
engineering approach based on the OCCIware metamodel
and CloudSim toolkit. This approach takes the advantage of
the MDE approach by allowing the simulation of any kind
of cloud computing resources and by enabling the users to
extend the simulation tool for other capabilities in a high
level of abstraction and to model, edit and generate their
application with minimum effort and time consuming.

To achieve our goal, we have conducted our study through
three steps. In the first step, we have proposed an extension
of OCCIware metamodel for the simulation. Do to that,
we have conducted a deep study for selecting the most
suitable cloud simulation tool for OCCIware metamodel.
We found that CloudSim tool is the most suitable since it
meets our proposed requirements. Then, we have proposed
OCCIwareSim metamodel: the extension of OCCIware
metamodel for the simulation by using CloudSim tool. After
that, to illustrate the extensibility of our proposed approach,
we have presented a proof of concept study. This later
consists in extending OCCIwareSim metamodel for the
elasticity and pricing strategies.

In the second step, we have proposed a model-driven
framework called simulation designer, with its enhanced
MDE toolchain, conform to the proposed extension.
Through the simulation designer, the cloud architects can
graphically design, modify and visualize a simulation
configuration. Once the simulation configuration is
completed, the simulation designer takes the advantage
of the MDE approach to perform several verification and
to generate its source code. This later is the input of

EPriceCloudSim tool.
In the third step, we have proposed EPriceCloudSim. This

simulation tool enriches the basic CloudSim tool by the
elasticity and by providing a RESTful API to estimate a real
cost from AWS provider.

We have validated our proposed approach by a set of
evaluations. The first evaluation demonstrates the efficiency
of the proposed approach on interoperability issues. It
computes the resource coverage rate of different cloud
standard configurations by OCCIwareSim. The second
evaluation illustrates, through certain cases, the limits of
AWS and the CloudSim tool and how the proposed approach
surpasses these limits. The third evaluation demonstrates
that the cost estimated by the proposed approach is almost
the same as the real price from AWS platform, as well as it
has more advantage. The last evaluation studies the usability
of our proposed approach. It found that the user requires less
effort and time with a little programming and deployment
effort to model and simulate their cloud applications.

The next research steps will be to introduce resource
failures and temporal constraints for reserving the instances.
This leads to study the allocation optimization and to
implement a scheduling algorithm to find the best among all
possible allocations that respect a set of constraints (RAM,
CPU and time). We will also enrich OCCIwareSim by
including network topologies and other pricing strategies
from other providers.
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APPENDIX A. OPEN CLOUD COMPUTING IN-
TERFACE

In this appendix, we will briefly introduce the Open Cloud
Computing Interface (OCCI) standard and its specification.

The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) is a
RESTful Protocol and API for all kinds of management
tasks. OCCI was originally initiated to create a remote
management API for IaaS model-based services, allowing
for the development of interoperable tools for common tasks
including deployment, autonomic scaling and monitoring.
It has since evolved into a flexible API with a strong
focus on interoperability while still offering a high degree
of extensibility. The current release of the Open Cloud
Computing Interface is suitable to serve many other models
in addition to IaaS, including PaaS and SaaS. In order to
be modular and extensible the current OCCI specification
is released as a suite of complementary documents, which
together form the complete specification. The documents
are divided into four categories following categories as
illustrated in Figure A.1:

FIGURE A.1: OCCI Specification

Appendix A.1. OCCI Core Specification

The OCCI Core specification [3] consists of a document
defining the OCCI Core Model. The OCCI Core Model
can be interacted with renderings (including associated
behaviours) and expanded through extensions. Figure A.2
illustrates the OCCI Core Model. Table A.1 defines the
OCCI core concepts. For more details, refer to [3].

Appendix A.2. OCCI Protocol Specification

The OCCI Protocol specifications consist of multiple
documents, each describing how the model can be interacted
with over a particular protocol (e.g. HTTP, AMQP, etc.).
Multiple protocols can interact with the same instance of the
OCCI Core Model. Currently, only OCCI HTTP Protocol, a
RESTful protocol for communication between OCCI server
and OCCI client has been implemented.

FIGURE A.2: OCCI Core Model

Concepts Definition

Entity is the abstract base class of all resources and links.
types.

Resource represents any cloud computing resource, e.g.,
a virtual machine, a network, an application.
Resource owns a set of links.

Link is a relation between two Resource instances, e.g.,
a computer connected to a network, an application
hosted by a container.

Category is the abstract base class inherited by Kind, Mixin,
and Action.

Kind is the notion of class/type within OCCI, e.g.,
Compute, Network, Container, Application.

Mixin is used to associate additional features, e.g.,
location, price, user preference, ranking, to
resource/link instances.

Action represents an action that can be executed on entities,
e.g., start a virtual machine, stop an application
container, restart an application, resize a storage.

Attribute represents the definition of a client visible property,
e.g., the hostname of a machine, the IP address of a
network, or a parameter of an action.

TABLE A.1: OCCI core concepts and their definitions

The OCCI HTTP Protocol [13] maps the OCCI Core
model into the URL hierarchy by binding Kind and Mixin
instances to unique URL paths. Such a URL path is
called the location of the Kind or Mixin. A provider is
free to choose the location as long as it is unique within
the service provider’s URL namespace. For example, the
Kind instance for the Compute type may be bound to
/my/occi/api/compute/. A Kind instance whose associated
type cannot be instantiated MUST NOT be bound to an URL
path. This applies to the Kind instance for OCCI Entity
which, according to OCCI Core, cannot be instantiated.
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Appendix A.3. OCCI Rendering Specification

The OCCI Rendering specifications consist of multiple
documents, each describing a particular rendering of the
OCCI Core Model. Multiple renderings can interact with
the same instance of the OCCI Core Model and will
automatically support any addition to the model which
follows the extension rules defined in OCCI Core. Currently,
both OCCI Text [57] and JSON [14] renderings have been
defined for the OCCI standard.

Appendix A.3.1. Text Rendering
The OCCI Text rendering [57] specifies a rendering of OCCI
instance types in a simple text format. The rendering can be
used to render OCCI instances independently of the protocol
being used. Thus messages can be delivered by, e.g., the
HTTP protocol. The following example show an Entity
instance rendering using the text plain rendering.

< Category: compute; \
< scheme="http://schemas.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#" \
< class="kind";
< Link: </users/foo/compute/b9ff813e -fee5 -4a9d-b839 -673

f39746096?action=start >; \
< rel="http://schemas.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure/compute

/action#start"
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.core.id="urn:uuid:b9ff813e -fee5

-4a9d-b839 -673f39746096"
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.core.title="My Dummy VM"
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.architecture="x86"
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.state="inactive"
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.speed=1.33
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.memory=2.0
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.cores=2
< X-OCCI -Attribute: occi.compute.hostname="dummy"

Listing 1: OCCI Text rendering

Appendix A.3.2. JSON Rendering
The OCCI JSON Rendering [14] specifies a rendering of
OCCI instance types in the JSON data interchange format.
The Rendering can be used to render OCCI instances
independently of the transport mechanism being used. Thus
messages can be delivered by e.g. the HTTP protocol or by
using text files with the .json file extension.

{
"resources": [
{
"kind": "...",
"mixins": [ "...", "..." ],
"attributes": { },
"actions": [ { } ],
"links": [ { }, { } ]
}
]
}

Listing 2: OCCI JSON rendering

Appendix A.4. OCCI Extension Specification

The OCCI Extension specifications consist of multiple
documents, each describing a particular extension of the
OCCI Core Model. The extension documents describe
additions to the OCCI Core Model defined within the
OCCI specification suite. In papaer, we are interested
in infrastructure extension [12]. However, many others

extensions have been proposed such as Platform extension
[15] and SLA extension [55].

Appendix A.4.1. OCCI Infrastructure extension
The OCCI Infrastructure extension [12] details how an
OCCI implementation can model and implement an
Infrastructure as a Service API offering by utilizing
the OCCI Core Model. This API allows for the
creation and management of typical resources associated
with an IaaS service, for example, creating a Compute
instance and Storage instance and then linking them with
StorageLink. The main infrastructure types defined within
OCCI Infrastructure are illustrated in Figure A.3:

• Compute: Information processing resources

• Network: Interconnection resource that represents an
L2 networking resource. This is complemented by the
IPNetwork Mixin.

• Storage: Information recording resources.

• NetworkInterface: connects a Compute instance to a
Network instance. This is complemented by an IPNet
workInterface Mixin

• StorageLink: connects a Compute instance to a Storage
instance

FIGURE A.3: OCCI Infrastructure Model

These infrastructure types inherit the OCCI Core Model
Resource base type and all its attributes. The HTTP Protocol
and Text Rendering documents define how to serialize and
interact with these types using RESTful communication.

To summarize, Table A.2 captures the different OCCIware
specifications and lists the OCCI concepts defined in the
corresponding document.

APPENDIX B. SIMULATION DESIGNER AND
CONFIGURATION

In this section, we will give some technical details about the
simulation designer and configuration.
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FIGURE A.4: Screenshot of OCCIware Simulation Designer

Specifications Defined concepts

OCCI - Core [3] Entity, Resource, Link, Kind,
Mixin, Action, Attribute, Cate-
gory

OCCI - Infrastructure [12] Compute, Storage, Network,
StorageLink, NetworkInterface

OCCIware metamodel v1 [4] Extension, Configuration, At-
tributeState

OCCIware metamodel v2 [5] MixinBase, Type, Constraint,
DataType (and its different sub-
types)

TABLE A.2: OCCIware concepts and their specifications

Appendix B.1. Simulation Designer Interface

The OCCIware simulation designer, generated from the
simulation extension, allows the creation of simulation
configurations and runs the simulation. It was developed on
top of Eclipse Sirius. Figure A.4 presents the OCCIware
Simulation Designer.

• Frame (a) in Figure A.4 displays the Eclipse Model
Explorer used to navigate through the simulation
project containing the simulation configuration;

• Frame (b) in Figure A.4 shows the OCCIware simula-
tion designer that provides a graphical representation of
simulation configuration;

• Frame (c) of Figure A.4 contains the Eclipse properties
editor for viewing and modifying attributes of a
selected modeling element;

• Frame (d) of Figure A.4 shows the palette of the
OCCIware simulation designer, with palette elements
to import an existing configuration, create OCCIware
resources and EPriceCloudSim resources, establish
relations between resources, and assign new attributes
to resources.

From the proposed designer, the cloud architect models
a cloud configuration by using drag-and-drop operation.
The configuration in Frame (b), in Figure A.4, contains
four compute resources: a datacenter, a Host linked to the
datacenter, a VM linked to the Host and a Cloudlet linked
to the VM instance. Each resource is defined by a list of
attributes such as the instance capacity (in term of storage,
cpu, bandwidth), the desired region, elasticity type, etc.

Once the simulation configuration is designed and
verified, the architect generates the Java source code of this
configuration and launches the simulation. These are made
automatically from the contextual menu.

Appendix B.2. Simulation

EPriceCloudSim receives the simulation configuration as
input in Map<Resource, List<Resource>> format. This
map contains EPriceCloudSim resources (datacenter, Host,
VM and Cloudlets) and links between them. Each resource
is defined by a list of attributes extracted from the simulation
configuration.

Firstly, EPriceCloudSim constructs the infrastructure of
the application from the received simulation configuration.
This step is done by using the source code generated
automatically by the simulation designer. EPriceCloudSim
extracts the different resources with their attributes and
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runs the simulation. During the simulation process
EPriceCloudSim can detect an insufficient capacity of the
resources. In this case, a new provisioning algorithm is
provided to support the elasticity.

FIGURE B.1: The simulation results

Then, EPriceCloudSim simulates the execution of the
application over the infrastructure constructed. As output,
EPriceCloudSim estimates the execution time and the
resources needed on the infrastructure.

Afterward, EPriceCloudSim calls the REST application to
retrieve the real cost of the infrastructure generated on AWS.
To this end, EPriceCloudSim calls the GET method with the
characteristics in the attributes such as memory size, time
estimated by EPriceCloudSim in the first step, CPU size and
the availability zone.

The simulation results are stored in a log file. This
later contains the informations about the execution time of
the application and the real deployment cost in different
strategies. An example of the log file is presented in Figure
B.1.
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